The twentieth century brought several new developments that affected religious life around the world and that continue to have important impacts today.
In particular, this paper discusses four of the most important global trends as they were accommodated, adjusted, and transformed on both sides of the Taiwan Strait: the removal of religion from politics (secularization), the attempt to confine it to a purely religious sphere (religionization), the increased interest in textual authority and religious self-consciousness (rationalization), and an increase in the direct physical manifestations of belief through unmediated physical experience (embodiment).
All four processes are visible in both the regions this paper discussesTaiwan and southern Jiangsu -in spite of very different political systems and religious climates since the Japanese took political control of Taiwan in 1895. The current similarities, I will argue, show the relative importance of shared cultural traditions and shared global influences over differing forms of political control.
Nevertheless, some significant differences have also appeared in the religious ecology of the two places, especially in the relative importance of local temple worship, Buddhism, and Christianity. The concluding section will suggest some possible explanations and explore some of the implications for civil life.
China's regions vary enormously in religious, social, and economic life. For that reason, it makes sense to compare Taiwan just to southern Jiangsu because they resemble each other much more in size, population, income, and educational levels than they resemble many other parts of China. While hardly a perfect laboratory, such a regional comparison highlights the political differences that have characterized Taiwan and mainland China for almost the entire period since Taiwan was ceded to Japan in 1895, while roughly controlling for other variables. 1
Secularization and Religionization
The term "secularization" covers a wide and sometimes contradictory set of usages, only some of which will be discussed here. The "secularization theory" of the 1960s and 1970s generally used the concept to mean the weakening and perhaps eventual loss of all forms of religion with modernity. 2 While this continues to be one of the most common-sense uses of the term, it has not stood up well empirically. There seems to be little or no decline in religiosity in North America, and an apparent increase in many other parts of the world with new conversions especially to Islam and Christianity, and an intensification of religious belief across almost the entire world religious spectrum (Berger 1999) . For these reasons, this article will not use secularization to mean a loss of religion. 1 Research in Taiwan draws especially on work in the town of Lukang in 2006 (funded by the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation), and in Nanjing and other cities of southern Jiangsu in 2013-2014 (funded with Fulbright and Guggenheim grants). I am grateful to the funders for making the research possible, and to scholars at Nanjing University, East China Normal University, Beijing Normal University, UCLA, and Gordon College, where I delivered versions of this material and received very helpful feedback. 2 For an overview and early critique, see Martin (1979) .
It focuses instead on what Jose Casanova calls the central thesis of
secularization: "the process of functional differentiation and emancipation of the secular spheres -primarily the state, the economy, and science -from the religious sphere and the concomitant differentiation and specialization of religion within its own newly found religious sphere" (Casanova 1994, 19) . That is, religion that had been deeply embedded in the social, economic, and political lives of people is separated out so that we now have a newly defined religious world that has been pulled out of everyday life.
In Asia this occurred most clearly as a state-led project beginning in the early twentieth century, especially as new modern constitutions were being adapted from Western precursors. There was not simply one Western model of how to secularize in this sense. France, for instance, instituted a radical separation of church and state in the early twentieth century. Turkey and Mexico adopted comparable policies, and the Guomindang in China took a similar approach after the 1911 Revolution. On the other hand, several northern European countries maintained a closer relationship, as in Holland's "pillar system," where tax money supported religions, which were given important welfare responsibilities. This recognition of one or more official churches fit more closely with Japan's approach in the twentieth century, and thus helped shape developments in Taiwan.
Several studies have documented this process on the mainland during the Republican period (Goossaert and Palmer 2011; Nedostup 2010 ). An example from the Taiwanese town of Lukang (鹿港) shows the same process as it happened under colonial rule. During the late Qing Dynasty and the early decades of the Japanese colonial government, most social organizations of every kind in Taiwan were legally organized as god-worshipping societies (神明会) (Sangren 1984) . In 1923 the state conducted a census of all of these groups. In a town with a population of about 20,000, they counted 66 god-worshipping societies. These included trade groups, businesses like the coffin-makers, and social organizations like neighborhood associations and kinship groups. Each of these groups centered on a ritual altar at which they worshipped their patron gods. They called their leaders incense-pot masters (爐主), the same title held by leaders of popular temples. Almost all of these groups also conducted many other kinds of activities, from settling trade disputes to helping disaster victims. Religion was thus intimately tied to other aspects of life, and not yet functionally separated from economy and society more broadly.
Immediately after that census, however, the colonial government announced that it would no longer recognize god-worshipping associations as legal forms of social organization (Xu 2000, 211-242) . As a government project, at least, religion was to occupy the sphere of the spiritual alone, and not leak over into business, politics, and social services. The disembedding of religion from social life had begun through a separation of the secular and the religious. 3 Sorting religion out from the realms of society, economics, and especially politics creates a secular world, but the same process also creates "religion" itself.
When religious activity is truly embedded in all aspects of life -as with the god-worshipping societies -there is no need even for the concept of religion. In places like India or China, where much religion remained embedded in daily life, there was thus no obvious translation for the English term "religion." Hinduism in India was constructed to fit the category of religion only under British colonial rule (Frykenberg 1993) .
In China, the modern term for religion (宗教) was coined only in the twentieth century, as one of many terms borrowed from Japanese translations of Western philosophical concepts. The two characters of the term existed separately, but each had meanings that were both religious and secular (literally a lineage of teachings). This new term determined a concept that was strongly influenced by Protestant conceptions of religion. "Religion" as all the relevant states (Republican, Communist, and Japanese colonial) defined it is based around a set of beliefs (rather than ritual practices), which are set out in sacred texts, guided by trained clergy, and It is thus no coincidence that three important changes occurred roughly at the same time in the early twentieth century. First were the attempts to secularizeto remove the religious aspects from economic, social and political life. Second was the creation of the category of "religion." Third was the development of large institutionalized religious organizations intended to unify diverse religious traditions into structures with which the state could easily interact and which could distance themselves from more embedded and traditional practices -"religionization." These eventually developed into China's five (or Taiwan's ten) officially recognized religions. It is important to remember that these changes were primarily government-led projects. As such, they had enormous influence, but also did not fully succeed. As the examples discussed below will show, some aspects of religiosity continue to be embedded in everyday life (or have become re-embedded) and various forms of religion have more or less avoided the official structures of control. Nevertheless, these projects have transformed the religious ecology as a whole.
Rationalization and Embodiment
Max Weber focused sociological attention on processes of rationalization, in which people push to make their ideas and actions consistent, integrated, systematic, and efficient. In his work on religion, he argued that many world religions had developed strongly rationalized tendencies, but that Protestantism took that process in a new direction -away from the extra-worldly rationalization of the monastery and into a this-worldly process of making everyone's actions consistent with rationalized beliefs (Weber 2010; Swidler 1973) .
Whatever the merits of Weber's specific historical argument about how thisworldly rationalization related to capitalism, by the twentieth century many religions had moved in a similar direction. We see this in Islam, for instance, in what some scholars call a process of Islamization that has swept the world. They are not referring to Islamic conversion, but to the process through which people who had always thought of themselves as Muslims have begun to think self-consciously about what it means to be a Muslim. This worldwide movement has led to significant changes in practice. Among Jews, it is evident in a change from generations of traditional practice to the adoption of much more text-based practice in the twentieth century (Soloveitchik 1994) . Most "fundamentalisms" -Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Muslim -are part of such movements, and I agree with those scholars who thus see them as distinctly modern movements (Eisenstadt 2000) .
This move toward rationalization relates closely to the processes of secularization/religionization that I just discussed. It contributes to the extraction of religious belief from the general experience of daily life, to the change from a taken-for-granted religiosity/life to a self-conscious and reflective "religion."
Religion becomes something most clearly represented by its texts, rather than by the repetition of contextual practice.
A prototypical pattern of learning to deal with Chinese gods in a nonrationalized way is the common sight of a mother kneeling behind her little son and teaching him to worship by moving his hands up and down in an appropriate gesture. There are no texts for this; there is rarely even speech. Chinese temple worship in general has little rationalization. Most people have no explicit and selfconscious explanations, and have little interest in them.
At the other extreme are highly rationalized activities, like most of what occurs in the modern seminaries of all China's religious traditions, or in public lectures given by clergy. In contemporary China the physical, contextual practice of burning incense or paper money (for instance for the dead at the Chinese New Year) may not even count as religion any more even though it is widespread. Instead the rationalized practice of the seminary has become the prototypical definition of religion.
As the contemporary example of a child learning to burn incense implies, however, rationalization is not the only process at work. At the same time as there has been an increase in rationalized religion, there has also been an increase in embodied religion, including spirit possession, speaking in tongues, and healing, as well as the continuation of contextualized practice like burning incense. The idea of embodiment thus includes phenomena seen to come into the body from outside (like spirit possession), or to be cultivated from the inside (like reciting the Buddha's name or Daoist circulation of qi), or simply to be performed in a certain way because that is the tradition (like burning incense). In a sense all ritual fits into this last type of embodiment because it involves primarily the performance of highly established and predictable actions, words, and movements. Sometimes people also have rationalized explanations for rituals, but not always. And with or without explanation, the performance of the ritual itself is completely embodied.
Embodied religion forges an experiential bridge over the sacred/secular divide while generally avoiding rationalizing issues of theology and philosophy. The causes of the growth in embodied religiosity are complex, but we can easily see the results over the twentieth century. They appear most obviously in the rapid and global expansion of Pentecostal practice among both existing Christians and new converts, which began at a revival meeting in Los Angeles in 1906 (Martin 2008 ). It is not just a Christian phenomenon, however, but can also be seen in the popularity of Santeria practice in North America or of witchcraft in Africa (Martin 2008; Geschiere 1997 ).
Embodiment reclaims the close ties between religion and the rest of social life, without addressing the theological categories that are part of the dynamic between state secularization and religious self-consciousness. Its survival and even increase in the twentieth century show the limits of the secularization project.
Embodiment is not necessarily a rejection of rationalization, but it does provide an alternate and very different form of religiosity -one that is just as much part of the modernities of the twentieth century and beyond as religious rationalization. As we shall see, some groups in Jiangsu and Taiwan have moved strongly along the path of rationalization, while others are almost completely embodied. Many, however, have pursued both directions at once and there is no fundamental contradiction between rationalization and embodiment.
Rationalization and Religionization in Jiangsu and Taiwan
Let me begin with some examples of the combination of rationalization and religionization in Taiwan They differ significantly from each other, but all share an interest in a more rationalized form of Buddhism. Shengyan's appeal through Dharma Drum Mountain, for example, has particularly attracted intellectuals for the self-conscious way it puts Buddhism in conversation with modern life. Tzu Chi from the beginning was explicit in its rejection of the more embodied forms of traditional Buddhism. One of their earliest principles was that they would not earn money by performing rituals for people, but instead support themselves through handicraft production. All donated money would be used instead for charity. Not all ritual has disappearedthey still perform standard Buddhist morning and evening liturgies, for instance.
Nevertheless, much of their time is devoted instead to rationalizing and selfconscious discourse, including both preaching by Zhengyan and a constant stream of testimonials by followers.
Embodiment is not irrelevant to this group, although it takes a very different form from more traditional Buddhist embodied practice like repeating the Buddha's name or reciting sutras. Instead, followers are expected to become personally involved in charity -organizing clinics, delivering food aid, ministering to the sick, and so on. Even this, however, is typically converted into rationalized experience because followers constantly narrate the significance of their experience (Huang 2009 ). The best known and most successful of these groups today is probably the Way of Unity (一貫道), a salvationist and syncretic sect that first thrived in Republican-era China (Lu 2008) . It eventually became illegal under both Communist and Republican governments because of its secret activities and suspected collaboration with the Japanese occupation (Jordan and Overmyer 1986, 216-218) . Nevertheless, it blossomed in Taiwan, where it was finally legalized in 1987. It has spread out among Chinese communities globally from there. The group claims about two million followers, although this number is surely generous.
Like some similar groups in China and Taiwan, the Way of Unity expects its members to give a thorough moral accounting of their lives. These groups typically require the active management of moral capital, with an emphasis on self-discipline, work, and the good management of property and relationships. 5 While the Way of Unity stresses its retention of conservative Confucian values, it places them always in the context of practical concerns, especially health and wealth. Its meetings stress lectures on morality and behavior, generally rooted in classical texts. In this, it resembles the return to text that has been occurring among many Christian, Muslim, Jewish, and Buddhist believers in recent decades. In many ways these meetings look and feel very much like Bible study classes popular among many Christians, or like some of the more recent Buddhist innovations in China.
Redemptive societies developed in a kind of dialogue with the state secularization/religionization project. As semi-underground organizations, they often spread into areas that were no longer as open to more public kinds of religious groups. Under the Japanese, for example, they were strong promoters of cures for opium addiction. That is, they took on some of the philanthropic functions that other forms of religion did less after they were disembedded from much of social life.
In addition, as Goossaert and Palmer describe (for the mainland), many of them conceived of themselves directly as parts of the national/secular project (Goossaert and Palmer 2011, 108) . They imagined themselves, in brief, as religions of modernity that maintained their Chinese roots -self-conscious Chinese answers to the self-consciousness of mainstream Christianity.
Embodiment and the Secular/Religious Split
The physical acts of worship -burning incense, offering food, and so forthare the most widespread examples of embodied religion throughout the Chinese world. Many people in both Jiangsu and Taiwan, for instance, make offerings of food, incense, and paper money at the graves of their ancestors during the Qingming 清明 festival. The fact that people in Taiwan usually think of this as religion, while people in Jiangsu usually deny that it is religion, stems from different ways the category of "religion" was sculpted in the two places during the twentieth century.
Some people in both places believe that they are honoring real spirits, and others simply that they are memorializing the dead. The key issue, however, is not what people believe or whether they believe. The physical performance of the ritual act is instead the crucial thing. It is not unusual when interviewing informants in China or Taiwan about why they perform rituals in a certain way -why stick a knife in the back of the neck of a sacrificial pig? -to receive a response like "because we are Chinese" or "because our ancestors did it this way" or simply "because it looks better like that." Such responses are a clear sign that the behavior is not strongly In the days surrounding Mazu's birthday, these numbers will grow from hundreds or thousands a day to tens of thousands and more. The streets are jampacked with people and enormous jostling crowds make movement almost impossible around the temple or around the goddess herself when she tours her territory. The atmosphere is extremely "hot and noisy" (热闹), which is the sign of a successful ritual and an efficacious temple. The smell of incense and the acrid odor of burning paper money permeate everywhere. These events have very little in the way of theology or other self-conscious religious rationalization. People may know stories of miracles the goddess has performed, but not much else. They are there for the blessings (often vague and unspecified) that participation brings, and for the entertainment that has always been an important part of such festivals. This is embodiment, and probably on a scale not seen in Chinese societies before the twentieth century. These particular Mazu temples certainly did not act on such a large scale before the last century. 6 Such traditions also exist on the mainland, of course, though there is little comparable to the rise of the Mazu cult in Taiwan. Rural temples in southern Jiangsu now tend to be locked most days of the month (unlike their counterparts in Taiwan I will not attempt to cover the full range of embodied practice here, for example various forms of cultivation (修行), but it seems important to mention the classic case of bodies being possessed by external spirits. Spirit possession has a very long history in Chinese societies. In Taiwan, however, there has been a marked increase in spectacular public performances, often involving bloodshed as the mediums prove the genuineness of their trances by striking themselves with weapons like swords or balls of nails. This is probably the result of the increasing professionalization of mediumship there. The competition among groups of mediums for employment drives a constant escalation in the shock value of the performance. As with other kinds of performance, Taiwan's economic success brought an increase in such embodied displays, not a decline.
Spirit mediumship has revived in Jiangsu (and elsewhere in China since the Cultural Revolution), although with none of Taiwan's bloody and public spectacles.
Instead they focus primarily around healing (which is also common in Taiwan). One network in the suburbs of a medium-sized Jiangsu city has expanded from one very influential medium to a group that includes several dozen of his disciples, most of whom are possessed by deities, and who use that power to cure patients who are said to have been possessed by evil spirits.
This form of embodiment, where the body itself is the direct vehicle for the spirit world, is not limited to popular beliefs. Charismatic and Pentecostal Christians, who have spread so rapidly around the world, also welcome the Holy Spirit into their bodies as they speak in tongues, see the future, and heal by laying on hands. Both Jiangsu and Taiwan have experienced this movement in various forms.
One example in both places is the True Jesus Church (Lian 2010) , which grew out of an indigenizing Chinese Christian movement in the early twentieth century. Their Nanjing branch was re-founded in 1993, and claims to have baptized close to 2,000 people since then. Their main church in Nanjing is usually full with over 400 people on Saturdays when they worship all morning. The most remarkable points of their services are the prayers, during which everyone drops to their knees and begins to speak in tongues (灵言), each making sounds that vary from babbling syllables to extended trills. This kind of embodied experience is almost the opposite of rationalized religion. The rationalization process is about crafting words, composing discursive worlds to explain religion. Speaking in tongues, however, is language that cannot be understood, and for that reason it is the only true language -the only language in which it is impossible to lie, and which must thus come directly as a gift from God. This brings us to the final difference, the much more rapid growth of Christianity in Jiangsu (northern Jiangsu much more than southern, but to some extent everywhere in China) than in Taiwan. A look at history and policy might lead us to expect exactly the opposite. The Guomindang had always treated Christianity with a much more relaxed attitude than any other religion; the Communists in contrast greatly increased control over its practice. Large numbers of foreign missionaries entered Taiwan after 1949, but they largely disappeared from the mainland. Nevertheless, Taiwan has seen only very slight increases in the percentage of Christians, while all agree that the number has gone up very rapidly in Jiangsu and beyond. That is, the mainland is directly taking part in the largest global trend carrying the new forms of embodied and rationalized religion: the spread of Protestantism. Taiwan, however, has instead been adapting those forms to indigenous religious resources, rather than following the move to Protestant conversion.
The reasons are complex, but include the greater destruction of indigenous religious alternatives on the mainland, the continuing difficulties that popular temples face because they are not recognized as religion, and the tighter institutional control over religion, which Christians have ignored enough to be able to expand underground. Christians in Jiangsu and elsewhere on the mainland have also been able to position themselves as the religion most compatible with modernity, while in Taiwan Buddhists have been able to occupy this position. All of this can still change. The reconstruction of Mazu temples in southern Jiangsu could become a catalyst, and in principle so could rural migration to cities. Yet we also need to recognize that the religious ecologies of the two places are already different.
Religion continues to evolve rapidly in both Jiangsu and Taiwan, but it will not necessarily change in the same direction.
I have argued elsewhere that the social ties created through religion during Taiwan's authoritarian period became important resources for the consolidation of democracy after 1987 (Weller 1999 ; see also Madsen 2007) . Could the same thing happen on the mainland? Certainly the religious situation on the mainland today bears some resemblance to Taiwan in the years before its democratic transition.
While the regulatory system remains restrictive, much religious life on the ground is booming, and in the process creating social worlds that owe little to officially sanctioned state structures. These are exactly the kinds of resources that a successful transition will need. On the other hand, as I have argued here, the religious ecologies of the two places are now different in important ways (as the broader political ecologies too, of course) and I would thus not suggest that Taiwan's religious evolution is a simple path that the People's Republic is emulating several decades later.
I have compared Jiangsu and Taiwan in part to make a point about variation within Chinese societies. The obviously different political histories of Taiwan and mainland China over the past century in some ways create less variation than we might imagine. For religion, that is why both places fit fairly well with the broad global religious trends toward state secularization, religionization, rationalization and embodiment. On the other hand, significant religious differences characterize all the regions of China. Much of Fujian looks more like Taiwan than Jiangsu. Henan is different again. Even the religious ecologies of southern and northern Jiangsu are quite different from each other. In the end we have to attend carefully to the unique histories of specific places, in all their richness and complexities.
